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I'm running an Android device with kernel version 3.4.5 on a soc created by mediatek (MT6582). Now recently I found an inside post with untouched KitKat-based kernel stock for MT6582. This new KitKat kernel version 3.4.67 I believe. And on the github page the person mentions the thing about upgrading the kernel version without
having to create a new one. It doesn't have steps and I don't really understand much if someone can help on how to improve the Linux kernel it would be very helpful. Here's what it reads: Unlike patches for kernel 3.x, patches for kernel 3.x.y (also known as stable kernels) are not incremental but instead apply directly to the base 3.x
kernel. Please refer to documentation/applying-patches.txt for more information. Alternatively, patch-kernel scripts can be used to automate this process. This determines the current kernel version and applies the patch found. linux/scripts/patch-kernel linux The first argument in the above command is the kernel source location. Patches
are applied from the current directory, but alternate directories can be specified as the second argument. If you are upgrading between releases using stable series patches (for example, patch-3.x.y), note that dot-releases are not incremental and should be applied to the 3.x base tree. For example, if your base kernel is 3.0 and you want
to apply patch 3.0.3, you do not and indeed should not first apply patches 3.0.1 and 3.0.2. Similarly, if you are running kernel version 3.0.2 and want to jump to 3.0.3, you must first reverse patch 3.0.2 (that is, patch -R) before applying patch 3.0.3. So does anyone know how I can upgrade my kernel version ... if yes can you please let me
know how other related info to help me will also be appreciated. Thank you We've covered guides on the Android kernel, such as How to Build the Best Custom Kernel and Custom Kernel for Android, but today we'll show you how to upstream your kernel against the latest Linux stable. Keep in mind that these are advanced things – if
you've never compiled a kernel before, you'll need to follow the Custom Kernel Building guide linked above, and this guide will involve cherry pickers and commit merging of the latest Linux-stable kernels with your Android kernel before you compile them. Me upstream of your Android kernel to the latest Linux stable has many positive
benefits, such as up-to-date with the latest security commits and bugfix – we'll explain some of the pros and cons later in this guide. What is linux-stable kernel? Linux-stable as its name suggests is the stable arm of the Linux kernel. The other arm is known as the mainline, which is the master branch. All Linux kernel occurs in the
mainline, and generally follows this process:Linus Torvalds will take a group of from his guard for two weeks. After these two weeks, it releases the rc1 kernel (e.g. 4.14-rc1). For each week for the next 6-8 weeks, it will release another RC (e.g. 4.14-rc2, 4.14-rc3, etc.) kernel, which contains only bugs and regression fixes. Once
considered stable, it will be released as a tarball for download on org (e.g. 4.14). What is lts kernel? Each year, Greg will select one kernel and retain it for two years (LTS) or six years (extended LTS). It is designed to have products that require stability (such as Android phones or other IOT devices). The process is exactly the same as
above, it only happens for a longer time. There are currently six LTS kernels (which can always be viewed on the kernel.org release page): What are the benefits of upstream my Android kernel to Linux Stable? When an important vulnerability is disclosed/fixed, a stable kernel is the first to get it. Thus, your Android kernel will be much
safer against attacks, security flaws, and just bugs in general. Stable Linux includes fixes for many drivers that my Android device does not use, isn't this largely unnecessary? Yes and no, depending on how you define most. The Linux kernel may include a lot of code that is not used in Android systems, but that does not guarantee there
will be no conflict from those files when merging new versions! Understand that almost no one builds every part of the kernel, even the most common Linux distributions like Ubuntu or Mint. This does not mean you should not take this fix because there are fixes for the drivers that you run. Take arm/arm64 and ext4 for example, which are
the most common Android architectures and file systems respectively. In 4.4, from 4.4.78 (the latest CAF OREO tag version) to 4.4.121 (the latest upstream tag), these are the following numbers for the system commit:nathan@flashbox ~/kernels/linux-stable (master) $ git log --format=%h v4.4.78.. v4.4.121 | wc -l2285 nathan@flashbox
~/kernels/linux-stable (master) $ git log --format=%h v4.4.78.. arch/arm v4.4.121 | wc -l58 nathan@flashbox ~/kernels/linux-stable (master) $ git log --format=%h v4.4.78.. arch/arm64 v4.4.121 | wc -l22 nathan@flashbox ~/kernels/linux-stable (master) $ git log --format=%h v4.4.78.. v4.4.121 fs/ext4 | wc -l18 The most time-consuming part
is the beginning of the bring up; once you're up to date, it doesn't take time at all to merge in a new release, which usually contains no more than 100 commits. These benefits (more stability and better security for your users) should require this process. How to Combine Linux Stable Kernel to Android KernelFirst You need to find out what
kernel version is running Your Android. Trivial as this may seem, it is necessary to know where you should start. Run the following command in your kernel tree:create kernelversionIt kernelversionIt return the version you're running. The first two numbers will be used to figure out which branches you need (e.g. linux-4.4.y for every 4.4
kernels) and the last number will be used to determine what version you need to start with merging (for example if you are in 4.4.21, you will combine the next 4.4.22). Retrieve the latest kernel resources from kernel.orgkernel.org the latest kernel sources in the linux-stable repository. At the bottom of that page, there will be three retrieval
links. In my experience, Google mirrors tend to be the fastest but your results may vary. Run the following command:git remote add linux-stable grab linux-stableDecide if you want to merge the entire kernel or cherry-pick commitsNext, you must choose whether you want to merge commits or cherry-pick. Here are the pros and cons of
each and when you might want to do it. NOTE: If your kernel source is in tarball form, you most likely need to cherry pick, otherwise you'll get thousands of file conflicts because git fills in history based purely upstream, not what oem or CAF has changed. Simply skip to step 4.Cherry-picking:Pros:It's easier to resolve conflicts as you know
exactly what conflicts are causing the problem. It's easier to base because each commit is its own. It's easier to bisect if you're having troubleCons:It takes longer because each commit must be selected individually. It's a little harder to know if the commit is from upstream at first glanceMergePros:Faster because you don't have to wait for
all the clean patches to join. It's easier to see when committing from upstream because you're not going to be a committer, the upstream squeeze will be. Cons:Resolving conflicts can be a little more difficult because you need to find out which commit is causing the conflict using git log/git blame, it won't directly notify you. Rebasing is
difficult because you can't rebase a merger, it will offer to cherry-pick all commits individually. However, you should not rebasing frequently, instead using git revert and git merge if possible. I would recommend cherry-picking to know each problem conflict at first, doing a merge, then restoring the issue that was done afterwards so that the
update is easier (because merging is faster after up to date). Add commits to your source, one version at a time The most important part of this process is the version one by one. THERE MAY be patches of problems in your upstream series, which can cause problems with booting or solving something like sound or charging (described in
the and tricks). Making incremental version changes is important for this reason, it is easier to find problems in 50 commits than upwards of 2000 commits for some versions. I would only recommend doing a full merger once you know all the issues are committed and and Resolution. Cherry-pickingFormat:git cherry-pick
&lt;previous_tag&gt;.. &lt;next_tag&gt;Example: git cherry-pick v3.10.73.. v3.10.74MergeFormat:git merge &lt;next_tag&gt;Example:git merge v3.10.74I recommends tracking conflicts in merging by removing the #marker. How to Resolve ConflictsWe can't provide step-by-step guidance to resolve each conflict, as it involves good
knowledge of the C language, but here are some instructions. If you're combining, find out what's done causing the conflict. You can do this one of two ways:git log -p v$(create kernelversion).. &lt;latest_tag&gt;to get changes between your current version and the latest from upstream. The -p flag will give you the changes made by each
commit so you can see. Run git blame on the file to get each hash committed in the area. You can then run git show -format=fuller to see if the committer is from mainline/stable, Google, or CodeAurora.Find out if you already have a commit. Some vendors like Google or CAF will try to find critical bugs upstream, such as Dirty COW fixes,
and their backports may conflict with upstream. You can run git log -grep=&lt;part_of_commit_message&gt; and see if it returns something. If so, you can skip the commit (if cherry-picking using git reset -hard &amp;amp; git cherry-pick –continue) or &lt; and everything= between= the ====== and &gt;ignore conflicts (delete
&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;). Find out if there has been a backport that messed up the resolution. Google and CAF like to support certain patches that stable will not. Stable often needs to adjust the resolution of the main path committed to the absence of a specific patch that Google chooses to support. You can view the main commit by
running git show &lt;hash&gt;(the mainline hash will be available in the commit message of the stable commit). If there's a backport messing it up, you can discard the changes or you can use the main version (which you usually need to do). Read what commits try to do and see if the problem is fixed. Sometimes CAF can fix bugs that are
independent of upstream, which means you can override their fixes upstream or discard them, as above. Otherwise, it may just be the result of additional CAF/Google/OEM, in which case you just have to shuffle a few things around. Here is a mirror repository kernel.org linux-stable on GitHub, which can be easier to search commit and diff
lists for conflict resolution. I recommend going to the commit list view first and finding the problem of committing to seeing the original diff to compare it with you. Example URL: You can also do this via command line:git log &lt;current_version&gt;.. &lt;version_being_added&gt; &lt;path&gt;git shows &lt;hash&gt;Solving resolutions is all
about context. What should you&lt;/hash&gt; &lt;/path&gt; &lt;/version_being_added&gt; &lt;/current_version&gt; &lt;/hash&gt; &lt;/ and&gt; &lt;/part_of_commit_message&gt; &lt;/latest_tag&gt; &lt;/next_tag&gt; &lt;/next_tag&gt; &lt;/previous_tag&gt; &lt;/previous_tag&gt; do is make sure your final diff matches upstream by running the
following command in two separate windows: git diff HEAD git diff v$(make kernelversion).. $(git tag --sort=-taggerdate -l v$(make kernelversion | cut -d . -f 1,2)* | head -n1)Enable rerereGit has a feature called rerere (short for Reuse Recorded Resolution), which means that when it detects a conflict, it will record how you resolve it so you
can reuse it later. It's helpful to both chronic rebaser with merging and cherry picking because you just have to run git add. &amp;amp; git &lt;merge|cherry-pick&gt;-continue when repeating the upstream bringup because the conflict will be resolved how you previously resolved it. This can be enabled by running the following command in
your kernel repo:git config rerere.enabled trueHow to git bisect when running to compiler or runtimeGiven error that you will add a large number of commits, it is possible for you to introduce compiler or runtime error. Instead of just giving up, you can use GIT's built-in bisect tool to figure out the root cause of the problem! Ideally, you will
build and flash each kernel version when you add it so that bisecting will take less time if needed but you can bisect 5000 commits without any problems. What git bisect will do is take a variety of commits, from which the problem is present to a place that doesn't exist, and then start splitting the commit range, allowing you to build and test
and let it know if it's good or not. This will continue this until the spitting commit causes your problem. At that point, you can fix it or restore it. Start bisexual: git bisect startLabel current revision as bad: git bisect bad Good revision label: git bisect good &lt;sha1&gt;Build with new revisionBased on results (if the problem exists or not), say git:
git bisect good OR git bisect badRinse and repeat steps 4-5 until commit problem is found! Return or fix the commit issue. NOTE: Mergers should run git rebase -i for a while to &lt;good_sha&gt;apply all patches to your branch for proper bisecting, because bisecting with on-site merging will often checkout to upstream commits, which
means you don't have android-specific commits. I can go into more depth about this on demand but believe me, it's necessary. After you identify the commit issue, you can return or return it to the merge. DO NOT squash huluA updates many new developers are tempted to do this because it is cleaner and easier to manage. It's terrible for
some reason: Fatherly is gone. Not for other developers to have their credits cut for their work. Bisecting is impossible. If you squash a series of commits and something is a problem in that series, it's impossible to say what commit causes problems in squash. Cherry selection in the future is more difficult. If you need it&lt;/good_sha&gt;
&lt;/sha1&gt; &lt;/merge|cherry-pick&gt; &lt;/merge|cherry-pick&gt; rebase with pinched series, it is difficult / impossible to know where the conflict results from. Subscribe to the Linux Kernel mailing list for timely updatesIn order to get notified whenever there is an upstream update, subscribe to the linux-kernel-announce list. This will allow
you to get emails whenever a new kernel is released so you can update and push as quickly as possible. Maybe.
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